The alignment of the axis of asymmetry in regenerating protoplasts of the moss, Ceratodon purpureus, is determined independently of axis polarity.
Ceratodon protoplasts regenerate by polar outgrowth to form cell filaments. The kinetics of regeneration show that some cellular event has to be completed before regeneration can be initiated. The development of the regeneration axis is strongly influenced by light, with axis alignment and axis polarity being fixed independently. We define axis alignment as the relationship of the regeneration axis to the incident light, independent of polarity. Thus protoplasts regenerating directly towards, or directly away from the light source are defined as being similarly aligned but with opposite polarity. Protoplasts that regenerate in unidirectional red light form axes that are aligned parallel to the light direction, with about 70% being polarised towards the light and about 30% away. In unidirectional blue or white light, almost all protoplasts regenerate towards the light but axis alignment is determined less stringently. Re-orientation of protoplasts regenerating in unidirectional light shows that axis alignment is fixed between 8 and 9 hours before protoplasts regenerate and that axis polarity is fixed later. When protoplasts are removed from directional light to either non-directional light or to darkness, regeneration axes continue to be aligned by the earlier directional stimulus for at least 24 hours. Thus although axis alignment is fixed only about 8 hours before regeneration, in the absence of contradictory information about directionality in the light environment, protoplasts retain a memory of light direction for much longer. However, both reorientation and removal from a directional light field have profound effects on axis polarity; the pattern observed in undisturbed protoplasts being lost. To account for these observations, we propose that separate gradients are established independently to determine the alignment and polarity of the regeneration axis respectively. The alignment gradient is established rapidly and is steeper in red than in blue or white light, the polarity gradient is established slowly and is steeper in white or blue light than in red. These studies will now allow a genetic dissection of these processes in moss.